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Abstract.  As a result of its increasing role in the enterprise, the IT  function is 
changing, morphing from a technology provider into a strategic partner. Key to 
this change is its abi lity to deliver business value by aligning and supporting the 
business objectives of the enterprise. IT Management frameworks such as ITIL 
provide best practices and processes that support the IT function in this trans i-
tion. In this paper, we focus on one of the various cross -domain processes doc u-
mented in ITIL involving the service level, incident, problem and change man-
agement processes and present how business objectives and their relative 
importance are integrated to prioritize service.  

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, organizations are continuously refocusing their strategy and operations in 
order to successfully face the challenges of an increasingly competitive business cli-
mate. In this context, Information Technology (IT) has become the backbone of bus i-
nesses to the point where it would be impossible for many to function ( let alone suc-
ceed) without it. As a result of its increasing role in the enter prise, the IT function is 
changing, morphing from a technology provider into a strategic partner.  

 
To support this radical transformation, various IT frameworks have been deve l-

oped to provide guidelines and best practices to the IT industry  [1]. In essence, these 
frameworks address either the domain of IT Governance (CobiT  [2]) or the domain of 
IT Management (ITIL [3], HP ITSM [4], Microsoft MOF[5]). The difference between 
IT Management and IT Governance has been lately subject to confusion and myths. 
Peterson [6] provides us with a clear insight into the differences between these two 
notions. “Whereas the domain of IT Management focuses on the efficient  and effec-
tive supply of IT services and products, and the management of IT operations, IT 
Governance faces the dual demand of (1) contributing to present business operations 
and performance, and (2) transforming and positioning IT for meeting future busin ess 
challenges”. Running the IT function efficiently to support business needs requires 
therefore that enterprises transition towards models combining both notions of IT 
Governance and IT Management with a clear view over each domain ’s concerns and 
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responsibilities. Most importantly, the IT function needs to leverage both domains to 
ensure that IT decisions are made on the basis of value contribution. In other words, it 
is of fundamental importance that the selection among various alternative IT related 
management options that are available to a decision maker at any point in time is 
made in a way that optimizes the alignment with the business objectives of the o r-
ganization. 
 

By propagating business objectives and their relative importance from the IT Go v-
ernance to the IT Operations and Management  as suggested in [1], it is possible to in-
tegrate them into the decision support tools used by the various IT functions involved 
in the different ITIL domains.  

 
In this paper, we focus our attention on a particular process of the ITIL Service 

Support domain, namely Incident Management  and we present a theoretical fram e-
work for the prioritization of service incidents based on their impact on the ability of 
IT to align with business objectives. We then describe the design of a prototype sy s-
tem that we have developed based on our theoretical framework and present how that 
solution for incident prioritization integrates with other IT management software 
products of the HP Openview™ management suite.  

 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we recall the definition of the 

ITIL reference model, with particular attention to the sub -domains of service level 
management and incident management. In section 3 and 4, we give a formal defin i-
tion of the problem of incident prioritization driven by business objectives. In section 
5, we describe the architecture of a solution for incident prioritization that integrates a 
prototype that we have developed with some software to ols of the HP Openview™ 
management suite. Finally, we discuss related work and move on to the concl usion. 

2 The ITIL Service, Incident and Problem Management Sub-
domain 

The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL)  [3] consists of an inter-
related set of best practices and processes for lowering the cost, while improving the 
quality of IT services delivered to users. It is organized around five key domains: 
business perspective, application management, service delivery, service support, and 
infrastructure management.   

 
The work presented in this paper focus es on one of the various cross -domain proc-

esses documented in ITIL involving the service level, incident, problem and change 
management processes. In particular, we focus on the early steps of that process lin k-
ing both service level and incident management . 

 
As defined in ITIL, Service Level Management  ensures continual identification, 

monitoring and reviewing of the optimally agreed levels of IT services as required by 
the business. Most targets set in a Service Level Agreement (SLA) are subject to d i-
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rect financial penalties or indirect financial repercussions if not met. It is therefore 
critical for this management process to flag when service levels are projected to be 
violated in order for an IT organization to take proactive actions to address the issue .  
To this extent, ITIL defines an incident as a deviation from the (expected) standard 
operation of a system or a service. The objective of Incident Management  is to pro-
vide continuity by restoring the service in the quickest way possible by whatever 
means necessary (temporary fixes or workarounds).  

 
Incident priorities and escalation procedures are defined as part of the Service 

Level Management process and are key to ensure that the most important incident are 
addressed appropriately. 

3 An Approach to Incident Prioritization driven by Business 
Objectives 

In the incident management process it is of fundamental importance to classify, 
prioritize and escalate incidents [3]. Priority of an incident is usually calculated 
through evaluation of impact and urgency. However, these measures usually refer to 
the IT domain. The central claim of our work is that in order to achieve the strategic 
alignment between business and IT that is the necessary condition for IT to provide 
value, the enterprise needs to drive incident prioritization from its business objectives. 
This starts from evaluating the impact that an incident has at the business level, and 
its urgency in terms of the cost to the business of not dealing with it in a timely fash-
ion. 
 

In this section we describe the underlying method that our system follows to derive 
prioritization values for various incidents. In the development and the deployment of 
the system, we follow the principle that the cost of modeling should be kept low ; so 
that it is easily offset the benefit obtained from the prioritization of the incidents. In 
this work we restrict the application domain of our tool, although the general tec h-
niques that we present are more widely applicable. We only consider incidents gener-
ated on detection of service level degradation or  violation. 

3.1  Calculating the Business Impact of Incidents 

Figure 1 depicts an impact tree which shows how an incident can impact multiple ser-
vices and in turn multiple Service Level Agreements  defined over those services, 
hence multiple businesses, organiz ations, etc. 
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Fig. 1. Impact Tree 

In order to assign a priority level to an incident, we start by computing a business 
impact value for it (which we will refer to in the following simply as impact value). In 
general, the impact value of an incide nt is a function of the time that it takes to get to 
resolution. We take into account the urgency of dealing with the incident based on 
how its impact is expected to vary with time. Once the impact values of the various 
incidents have been computed we prio ritize the incidents based on their impact, u r-
gency and on a measure of the expected time of resolution for the i ncidents. 

 
Among the SLA related business indicators that we take into consideration, there 

are some quantitative ones such as Projected cost of violation of the impacted SLAs , 
Profit Generated by Impacted Customers and also some quantitative ones such as To-
tal Customer Experience defined through the Number of violations experienced by 
impacted customers,  etc. Our method requires the definition o f impact contribution 
maps over business indicators. Impact contribution maps let us express how much the 
expected value of each indicator contributes to the total impact of an incident. B e-
cause of the assumption that we made above on the normalization of the impact val-
ues, all that matters is the shape of the function for any given indicator, regardless of 
affine transformations. The relative importance among the indicators is going to be 
adjusted with weights, as it will be clear in the following. As an a side, it should be 
said here that in order to work with the probabilistic nature of our decision support 
system, impact contribution maps need to behave like Von Neumann -Morgenstern [7] 
utility functions, being the calculated impact essentially a measure of the (negative) 
utility derived from the occurrence of the incident at the business level. Defined this 
way, impact contribution maps are guaranteed to preserve the preferences of the user 
among the expected outcomes as a consequence of the incident occurrence.  Examples 
of impact contribution maps are pr esented in figure 2 and 3. 
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Fig. 2. Impact contribution map for the p ro-
jected cost of violation of an i mpacted SLA 

Fig. 3. Impact contribution map for the 
profit generated by the impacted customer  

Figure 2 presents an impact contribution map for the projected cost of violation of 
an SLA impacted by an incid ent (measured in dollars, or any other currency). Its 
meaning is that to a higher projected cost of violation corresponds a higher contrib u-
tion to the total impact for given indicator. The convexity of the curve symbolizes that 
the growth rate of the impact slows down as the projected cost of vi olation grows. 

 
Figure 3 indicates the impact contribution of an incident on the basis of the gene r-

ated profit by the impacted customers, measured in cu rrency over a given time period 
(say dollars/year)1. It can be noted that three definite regions of profit are defined that 
correspond to a low, medium and high contribution to the impact. This is equivalent 
to classifying customers in three categories according to their historical profitability 
and using that information to prioritize among incidents that impact them so that most 
profitable customers are ultimately kept happier.  

 
By comparing these two example indicators, we can already see that in the cost of 

violation example, the value of the impact exhibits a depen dency on time. For exam-
ple, for an SLA guaranteeing a minimum average availability, the longer a system is 
down, the higher is the likelihood of violating the SLA due to the incident that caused 
the system downtime. On the other hand, in the customer profi tability, there is no 
such dependency on time, because the values of profitability of the customers are a v-
eraged out over a previous history time window and independent of the urgency that 
is assigned to the incident.  
 

Once all the contributions to the imp act are known for a given incident, the info r-
mation that has been so obtained needs to be integrated over the impact tree, in order 
to get to an overall impact contribution for each business indicator. For example, in 
the case of the projected cost of viol ation of the SLAs, we need to navigate the impact 
tree and average all the contributions to the impact for all th e impacted SLAs. In the 
next section we are going to walk the reader through an example that will make 
clearer how this calculation is performed. 

 
The relative contribution of the various business indicators is taken into account by 

means of a weight that is associated to each business indicator. The formulation of the 
incident impact is as follows. For a set of n business indicators, we define Ij(I, t), j = 

                                                        
1 This measure is supposed to be available through an implemented Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM) system  
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1..n as the contribution to the impact of the jth indicator for the incident i. ωj is the 
weight representing the relative contribution of each indicator to the total impact. The 
total impact I(i,t) is given by: 

∑
=

=
n
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jj tiItiI
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=

n
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The method described thus far has a very wide applic ability. However, at this level 
of generality, one needs to rely on propagation of information from the operation 
level to the level of the business indicators, which is a difficult problem to solve in the 
general case. 

 
In our prototype, the propagation of information from operational metrics to bus i-

ness objectives follows an impact tree similar to the one represented in Fig. 1. We 
first determine the services impacted by the incident; thence we collate the impacted 
SLAs. 

3.2  Prioritization of Incidents b ased on Impact and Urgency 

Once the business impact of the incidents has been computed, we are faced with 
the problem of prioritizing them so as to minimize the total impact on the business. 
Our system requires the use of a priority scheme.  Together with the definition of a set 
of priority levels that are used to classify the incidents (defined by the IT IL guidelines 
for incident management), we require the user to express constraints on what are the 
acceptable distributions of incidents in to priority levels. For any priority level the u s-
ers can either force the incidents to be classified according to some predefined distr i-
bution (e.g. 25%-30% high, 40%-50% medium, 25%-30% low), or define a minimum 
and maximum number of incidents to be assigned to each prio rity level. Our method 
finally requires an expected time of resolution for the incidents that are a ssigned to a 
certain priority level, necessary to cope with the business indicators whose contrib u-
tion to the total impact depends on the time of resolution of the incidents.  

 
The Incident Prioritization Problem  
We here present a mathematical formulation of the inc ident prioritization problem 

as an instance of the assignment problem. The assignment problem is an integer opt i-
mization problem that is well studie d in the operation research literature and for 
which very efficient algorithms have been developed.  

 
Suppose we are required to prioritize between n incidents i1..in into m priority lev-

els p1..pm. We introduce a variable xjk, j=1..m, k=1..n that assumes the value xjk=1 if 
the kth incident is assigned to the jth priority level and xjk=0 otherwise. 

 
By observing that the expected impact of each incident can be calculated depen d-

ing on what priority level it is assigned to, if tj is the expected time of complet ion for 
incidents assigned to priority level j, then obviously the impact of assigning the kth in-
cident to the jth priority level is I(ik,tj). 
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The next thing to be noticed is that the constraints that the user imposes on the di s-
tribution of the incidents into priority levels can be trivially translated into minimum 
and maximum capacity constraints for the priority levels. For example, when dealing 
with n=10 incidents, the requirement that at least 40% of the incidents will be a s-

signed medium priority (assu me that is priority level p 2) would read: 4
1

2 ≥∑
=

n

k
kx  

In general we assign a minimum and maximum capacity constraint for a priority 
level that are symbolized as  

mjCxandcx jk

n

k
jkjk

n

k
jk ..1
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=∀≤≥ ∑∑

==
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In order to express the importance of dealing with the most impactful incidents ear-
lier, we introduce a time discount factor λ, 0<λ<1. Introducing time discount gives the 
desirable property of returning a sensible prioritization of incidents even in cases 
where the impact of the incidents does no t depend on time for any indicator.  

 
The mathematical formulation of the problem is given becomes:  
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nkmjorx jk ..1,..110 ==∀=  (6) 

The solution of this problem will yield the optimal assignment of priorities to the 
incidents. 

4 A Practical Example of Incident Management Driven by 
Business Objectives 

We now apply the general method to an example that we have modeled in a demon-
stration of our prototype. 

 
Suppose that our system is used to prioritize incidents based on three business i n-

dicators: the projected cost of violation of the impacted SLAs , the profit generated by 
the impacted customers and a measure of the customer experience seen through the 
number of service violations experienced by the impacted customers. 
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Let’s explore more in detail what the definition of each business indicator means.  
 
Projected cost of violation of the impacted SLAs 
Our system computes the projected cost of violation through the likelihood of vi o-

lation that the incident entails for impacted SLAs. For some SLAs there will be ce r-
tainty of violation, whereas for others (such as service degradation) a value of likel i-
hood depends on the entity of the impact of the incident on the service. In general, as 
we noted above, the likelihood of violation is also dependent on the time that it will 
take before the incident is resolved. 

 
In the implementation of our prototype we derive the likelihood of violati on from a 

function that is modeled a priori by looking at the historically significance of a certain 
value of availability to violating the SLAs in a short successive time frame. More s o-
phisticated methods might be used here ; however our system is agnostic with respect 
to how the likelihood is obtained. 

 
Profit generated by the impacted customer 
This is a simpler criterion that would result in prioritizing the incidents according 

to the relative importance that the customers have on the business, based on t he profit 
that was generated by each customer in a given time period up to the date. If this ind i-
cator was used in isolation, it would result in dealing with incidents that impact the 
most profitable customers first. The value of the profit generated by ea ch customer is 
supposed to be extracted by an existing CRM system, which Openview OVSD gives 
an opportunity to integrate with.  

 
Number of violations experienced by the impacted customer 
We use this indicator as a measure of the customer experience, which i s a kind of 

more qualitative criterion, although our system must necessarily reduce the qualitative 
criteria down to measurable quantitative indicators. Therefore in our example, the 
third business indicator that is used is a  sum of the number of violation s that have 
been experienced by the customers with which the SLAs were contracted that are i m-
pacted by the incidents. For simplicity of expression, we will consider here all cu s-
tomers being equal, but weights might be added to the computation that would r eflect 
the relative importance of each customer.  

 
The impact contribution functions for an incident i are characterized as follows:  
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where v(s,i,t) is the projected cost of violation for the an SLA s impacted by the in-
cident i when the incident is expected to be resolved within a time interval t. The 
value of the cost of violation is calculated  by taking into account the likelihood of vio-
lation as described above. p(c) is the profit that customer c yielded in the time period 
considered, and n(c) is the number of violations experienced by customer c in the time 
period considered. The equations hold for a certain choice of the paramete rs α, βι and 
γ - obviously dimensioned in dollars, dollars and number of violations respectively – 
We have carried out some experiments to get to a sensible choice of parameters that 
we will not discuss here as they fall outside the scope of this paper.  
 

The contribution to the total impact of an incident for a given business indicator is 
computed by averaging all the contributions of each impacted customer and SLA r e-
spectively. The averaging weights π express the relative importance of each customer 
and SLA for computing the total impact contribution of each business indicator. 
Without loss of generality, in this example, they might be considered uniform.  
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Finally, the calculation of the total impact of an incident i necessary for assigning a 
priority is carried out through the formula (1), which in this case becomes: 

),(),(),(),( tiItiItiItiI kkrrpp ωωω ++=  

where 1=++ krp ωωω  
(13) 

for a certain choice of the relative importance given to the three business indic a-
tors, expressed through the weights ωp, ωr and ωk. 

5 An Incident Prioritization Solution 

We have built a prototype system that embodies the method described in the pre vi-
ous sections, which we will refer to as the MBO prototype in the following. MBO is 
an acronym for Management by Business Objectives, which relates to the more gen-
eral problem of taking into account business related considerations in the management 
of IT. In this section, we present a solution for incident prioritization that integrates 
our prototype with commercially available tools of the HP Open view™ management 
suite. We begin by briefly describing the features of the Openview components that 
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we used in the integrated solution, and then we present the architecture of the solu-
tion, with particular regard to the modifications to the Openview incide nt handling 
mechanisms that were necessary for the solution to work. 

Overview of the Openview components integrated in the solution 

The natural point of integration for our prototype is with the service level man-
agement capability of Openview Service Desk (OVSD). OVSD is the tool that falls 
more squarely in the domains of service level management, incident management and 
problem management. It allows a user to define a hierarchical service structure with 
multi-tiered SLA capabilities to describe the relatio nship between a higher level bus i-
ness service and the supporting operation management service.  

 
OVSD was an excellent starting point for us because it provides most of the links 

necessary to build the impact tree that we use as the basis of our incident pr ioritization 
method. Our MBO prototype complements OVSD by helping the IT personnel faced 
with the incident prioritization problem with support for their decision based on data 
and models that are readily available through OVSD. 

 
HP OpenView Internet Servi ces (OVIS) provides monitoring capabilities that are 

necessary to service level management, as monitoring of availability and response 
time, along with notifications and resolutions of outages and slowdowns.  It builds on 
a highly scalable and extensible ar chitecture that allows programmers to build probes 
for a wide variety of data sources.  

Architecture of the incident prioritization solution  

Figure 4 presents the architecture of the integration of the MBO prototype with Open-
view Service Desk (OVSD). OVSD receives data feeds from sources as diverse as 
OpenView Internet Services (OVIS), OpenView Transaction Analyzer (OVTA) and 
other data feeders. Aside from its reporting activity, the OVSD internal machinery 
that has to do with service level management  -- referred to as OVSD-SLM -- can be 
summarized in a three step process. The first step is compliance checking during 
which OVSD-SLM seeks to assess whether current measurements comply with exis t-
ing service level objectives (SLO). This compliance phase uses service level  agree-
ments contained in the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) from which are 
extracted SLOs. Multiple compliance thresholds can be defined for each SLO such as 
violation and jeopardy thresholds. This allows for proactive manag ement of degrada-
tion of service. The second step is Degradation and Violation Detection during which 
it is detected that a particular metric associated with an SLO has e ither reported val-
ues that are violating that SLO or meet a jeopardy threshold. In both cases, this lead s 
to the next phase, Incident Generation , which reports the violation or degradation as 
an incident. 
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At that stage, it is needed to characterize the incident from a business perspective. 
This is done (step 1) using the MBO prototype prioritization engine.  To compute the 
relative importance of the incident from the business point of view and to prioritize it, 
the MBO engine fetches (step 2) all the open incidents from the CMDB and extracts 
the one that have not yet been handled, along with their related SLAs and penalties. 
Finally, once the priorities are computed (step 3), the MBO engine updates  (step 4) all 
the incidents with their new priorities.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Integrating SLM with MBO . 

For the prioritization solution to work, we had to modify the OVSD-SLM incident 
handling mechanism so that the MBO prioritization engine is automatically not ified 
on SLA compliance of jeopardy alarms.  

6 Related Work  

Incident prioritization is not anymore just a well studied problem in the IT  Manage-
ment literature. Most of the management software ven dors today (such as HP, IBM, 
Peregrine systems to cite a few) make commercially available tools that help IT ma n-
agers with incident prioritization. None of them however deals with the problem of 
driving the prioritization from the business objectives as we  do in this work. 
 
The most similar work to ours comes from Buco et al.[8]. They present a business-
objectives-based utility computing SLA management system. The business objec-
tive(s) that they consider is the minimization of the exposed business impact of se r-
vice level violation, for which we presented a solution in [9]. However, in this work 
we go far beyond just using impact of service level violations. We provide a compr e-
hensive framework and a method for incident prioritization that takes into a ccount 
strategic business objectives such as total customer experience thereby going a long 
way towards the much needed alignment of IT and business objectives.  
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7 Conclusion 

We have shown in this paper that it is possible to integrate the business objectives 
defined by IT Governance into the decision making process that occurs within the IT 
Operations and Management functions. We focused our attention on Incident Man-
agement and we presented a theoretical framework for the prioritization of service in-
cidents based on their business impact and urgency. We also described the design of a 
prototype system that we have developed based on our the oretical framework and 
presented how that solution for incident prioritization integrates with other IT man-
agement software products of the HP Openview™ management suite. 
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